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The Svartisen Mountains are essentially made up by Cambrian-Silurian crystalline 
sediments, associated in the northern Svartisen Mountains with Caledonian eruptive 
— mainly granitic -  rocks. The eastern Svartisen Mountains practically are of sediment
ary nature as a whole. Interlayered in the sedimentary “mica-schist group” are also crys
talline limestone beds of the same age.

Because of the good water solubility of crystalline limestone, v, ell-advanced manifes
tations of karsting occur even in these relatively thin layers. Karstification has given rise 
to remarkable cave passages (Larslwllet 2300 m, Gronligrotten 1500 m (3, 14, 15, 20), 
Setegrotten 1500 m (6 , 9) etc.). Some of them are typical examples of the liability of limes
tone to karstification. The Setegrotten is, for example, developed in an oblique limestone 
interlayer within a body of crystalline sediments, both its bottom and ceiling are represent
ed by the crystalline rock, the sidewalls are of limestone. The longitudinal section of 
this cave is a aquitc regular rectangle resting on the longer dise. Thus the limestone body 
has been completely dissolved from its lower boundary up to the upper. Similar profiles 
can also be observed in some streches of the Gr. nligrotten the only cave reclaimed for 
tourists in the area. Besides the subhorizontal limestone beds, some vertical ones can also 
be observed, e.g. in the Pikhagona Valley under discussion.

The caves are rather young, though the problem of their genesis is still unsettled. 
Most plausible is the hypothesis of HORN (7—9), who. relying on his experience concern
ing the Spitzbergen (4, 13, 19, 21, 22) suggested their formation to have begun in the 
Last Glaciation. As observed in the Spitzbergen, if the width of the ice sheet is greater 
than 400 m, good heat insulation by the ice may cause the temperature of the underlying 
rock to rise above 0  C even in an area where the mean annual temperature is well below 
this figure. Consequently, melt water may provoke karstification even under the ice

* I. GY. PÁLYI, C. M. AINGER, Karszt-és Barlangkutatás 5, (1963), p. 63. Budapest
1967. Bibliography: 18.
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sheet. A pre-glacial origin is not plausible, owing to inconsistancy with the position of the 
contamporaneous base level, a post-glacial date of formation is in turn cancelled by mor
phologic arguments. Thus, HORN'S assumption of possible of karstification under an 
ice sheet seems quite plausible. This theory is suggested by the exploration of some caves 
of Lapland, north of the Svartisen Mountains, in areas made up of limestones of the same 
age and behaviour (1, 2 ).

The Pikhagona Valley splits up the Svartisen Mountains into two subequal parts 
— a western, and an eastern part (Fig. 1). The Valley extends southwestwards, for about 

20 km from Lakes Lower and Upper Torskaltvatner to Lake Glomnvatn. About the axis 
of the Valley stretches a crystalline limestone zone, where surface width varies between 
10 and 100 m, averaging about 20 m. In the initial stade of incision of the valley the mechani
cally and chemically little resistent limestone zone may have played an important role 
as a quickly submerging base level. At about one km from Lake Glomnvatn, in the broa
dening end of the valley, the limestone zone changes its direction from NE-SW to NW-SE 
and reaches Lake Glomnvatn on his western shore, giving rise to a karst spring of high 
yield (10,000 1/min). After the bending of the limestone zone, the slope of the valley be
comes suddenly steeper, doing away with the difference in elevation (about 150 m) 
between the middle and lower stretch of the Pikhagona Valley and Lake Glomnvatn within 
1 km distance. From Lake Glomvatn, on, the limestone zone trends southwards. Beside 
the aforementioned karst spring, Lake Glomvatn is fed by the 0sterdalen brook and by 
waters running down the north and west slopes of the Burfjelet (about 5,000 to 10,000 
1/min). In recent years the amount of water entering the lake has decreased, as the melt
water of the Osterdalsisen glacier has now been drained — as mentioned in the authors’ 
former paper (18) — by an artificial tunnel emptying into Lake Svartisvatn. By the way, 
after the tunnel had been opened, the upper course of the Osterdalen brook changed its 
direction and has entered the lake tapped by the tunnel. The water drained from the 
Glomnvatn flows into a huge open sink-hole on the west shore of the Lake and, after 
travelling for some 700 m underground, it reaches again the surface at the limestone- 
crystalline contact. The sink-hole readily swallows all water drained at an average rate of 
15 to 20,000 liters a minute. At snow-thawing, the amount of water entering and leaving 
the lake must be of course, multiple of this figure. The sink-hole is obviously unable to 
drain this enormous amount of water; therefore, a surface spill-way has been built, 
which diverts surplus water to the point where the underground channel is exposed. In 
earlier years the surface spill-way was in action almost continuously, but since the drifting 
of the tunnel its draining action has been restricted to the periods of heavy rains. All these 
circumstances permit to conclude that though the average water loss of the lake may pass 
through an underground gallery of considerable length, this channel is almost constantly 
full of water over much of its length. Hence, it would be very difficult for a speleologist to 
explore it, the more so, as the temperature of water is very low — from +4° to + 6 ° in 
summer.

In the limestone zone running up to the western shore of the lake, marked amounts of 
water accumulate, as proven by the high yield of the large spring at the lake shore. Since 
a number of watercourses of different size empty into the limestone zone over the whole 
length of the valley, on-the-spot observations alone justify the supposition that the lime
stone zone forms a coherent, well-outlined karst channel system, whose point of entering 
the surface is the karst spring near Glomnvatn. Our investigations in the Pikhagona Valley 
were based on this hypothesis, which we unfortunately could not verify by tracer tests, 
although such tests would yield an absolute proof.
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Fig. 1. Map-scheme of the Pikhagona Valley and its region

1. Tunel with water flow, 2. Water flow, 3. Lake, 4. Supposed underground water flow 
and cave, 5. Icefield, 6 . Crystallyne limestone of Cambro Silluran age, 7. Steep rocks
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Explorers (8 , 9, 11, 12) who penetrated the rifts of the limestone zone of the Pikha
gona Valley discovered and described a number of caves there. Two of them, in the middle 
stretch of the valley, have been named Pikhagona caves by HORN (8 , 9). They were 
explored but for a very short distance, so they must have been given little concern (9).

The first point, where — as found by the authors — one can penetrate from Lake 
Glomnvatn into the cavern labyrinth of the Pikhagona limestone zone, lies some 500 m 
west of the western shore of the lake, its elevation being 220 to 230 m a. s. 1. After descend
ing a rift on the slope there, we entered, through a short (8  — 10 m) side-tunnel, the active 
branch of a well-penetrable cavern system trending approximately westwards, apparently 
toward the karst spring on the lake shore. On the bottom of the cave there is a brook of 
high discharge (about 7,000—8,000 1/min), whose loud purl can be heared even on the 
surface. Although we could not find any interesting stalactite or stalagmite or coating in 
the cave, its walls did not look barren, for they have everywhere showed the most diver
sified limestone features, apparently due to dissolution. Phantastic configurations 
— unusual for students of stalactito-stalagmitic caves — and snow-white colour make them 
extraordinarily decorative. The variety of dissolution-carved forms seems to outmatch 
even the wealth of dripstone forms. The photograph made under rather substandard 
conditions (with an exposure of several minutes at the light of a selfmade torch) is to 
illustrate a portion of a wall of this kind (Fig. 2). In this place the cave entrance was ex
plored for some 100 m both up- and downstream. Farther exploration has been handic
apped by the necessity of wading in an unusually cold water (about 4°C). The average 
width of the passage is from 1.5 to 2 m, 
its average hight varies between 4 and 8 m.
Communication of explorers in the cave 
requires rather great precaution because 
of the unusual brittleness of the alients 
and of the locally rather unsteable scree 
heaps.

Tracing the limestone zone farther 
on, we could identify the next penetrabel 
entrance with the cave described as Pik
hagona No. 1 by HORN (9). The bottom 
of the tunnel is, here too, made use of by 
an underground brook. The discharge 
here is lower than in the preceding tunnel 
stretch (about 3,000—4,000 1/min). The 
size of the tunnel is also smaller (width 
1—1.5, height 2 — 5). Its habit is quite 
similar to that observed in the former 
entrance. The wall ornaments here seem 
to be somewhat less varied in shape. The 
entrance lies at some 500 to 700 m off 
the bend of the limestone zone (Glomn- 
vatn). This stretch of the cave labyrinth

Fig. 2. Channel portion with 
aissolution-carved features in the cave
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was explored for some 60 to 70 m both up- and downstream. Farther advance is not 
hindered in either of the two directions.

Going farther on the limestone surface, practically lacking a soil cover, we can almost 
continuously hear the noise of the brook underground. After going for some additional 
2  km, we encounter another entrance, through which we can penetrate into an underground 
channel similar to the secondmentioned one in every respect. For some 60 to 70 m up- 
and downstream no obstacle to farther penetration was encountered, but we had to stop 
exploration for lack of time. This entrance cannot be exactly identified with HORN’S 
Pikhagona No. 2 (9), as this author mentions the presence of a huge boulder above the 
entrance. Nota bene, we could not find a boulder like this anywhere over a distance of 
10 km away from Lake Glonmvatn.

Going farther on the surface of the limestone zone, one can still hear the gurgle of the 
underground stream. Some additional 3.5 to 4 km away, an additional entrance was 
discovered. On our route to this point we already saw a number of sink-holes which had 
been swallowing minor streams (a maximum of 1 0 0 1/min) as they reached the boundary of 
the limestone zone. Their waters have obviously joined the underground stream, but the 
sink-holes — some of which were dry at the time of our observations (August, 1963) — 
were too small to be penetrated by a man. In the afore-mentioned place, however, there 
is an active sink-hole of marked size, in which a brook of about 2,000 to 3,000 1/min. 
discharge draining the east slope of the valley vanishes with a waterfall of some 9 m height. 
The channel can be readily seen even from the surface, but because of the marked reen
trants of its walls here we could not descend into the cave, for lack of proper equipment. 
The underground continuation of the stream can be traced for a few 100 meter away from 
the sink-hole, by listening to its gurgle. The channel seems to be narrower here than over 
the preceding stretch.

All in all, we can conclude that in the crystalline limestone zone of the Pikhagona 
Valley, an underground channel of a uniform hydrologic system extends for at least 6 km 
up to Lake Glomnvatn, a gallery which must be accessible to man for much of its length, 
as shown by information available to us. For lack of time and equipment, we could, 
however, not fully warrant this hypothesis, but all what has been mentioned above seems 
to readily suggest that the underground channel system being considered is much longer 
than the longest known cave of Norway (Larshullet, 2300 m (9) J  An additional remark
able feature of this cave labyrinth is the extraordinary abundance of dissolution-carved 
forms. Though far from being the most beautiful of all the caves of Norway the authors 
have seen so far (Gronligrotten, Setegrotten, Laphullet, Pikhagona), it seems to be charac
terized by the greatest variety of forms. The only thing which might jeopardize its becom
ing a tourists’ attraction after being reclaimed, is its somewhat out-of the-way situation.

Now let us summarize the most striking peculiarities of the cave, which we consider 
worth of mention.

Because of the geotectonic setting of the Pikhagona Valley, this cave labyrinth occurs 
within a unusually narrow limestone zone, rather close to the surface, so that the karst 
phenomena of this subarctic region can be advantageously studied in the cave.

The apparently — almost fully — corrosional nature of the cave may provide excel
lent scope for investigations into corrosion processes. Considering the almost complete 
lack of soil cover (10), corrosional nature is rather astonishing, but the marked britleness 
of dissolution-carved features indicates preparation to subsequent wearing away by 
mechanical action.
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The complete absence of dripstones, coatings, and stains is in line with our earlier 
remarks as to the role of the soil cover in the formation of speleological products (16, 17) 
as well as with the conclusions of MARKÓ (10) concerning the relationship between soil 
cover and agressiveness of infiltrating waters attacking calcium carbonate sediments.

The omnipresent benches will provide sound information to start with for a detailed 
study of the genesis of caves.

Finally, the authors are aware of that the present paper has failed to provide an 
absolute proof of the presence of a coherent cave system. In the near future, however, 
efforts will be made toward this goal.

The authors feel greatly indebted to the University of Cambridge; the Department of 
Mineralogy and Geology, Technical University of Budapest; the Norsk Polarinstitutt; 
Professor Dr. F. PAPP (Budapest); Dr. TORE GJELSV1K (Oslo); Dr. OLAF LIESTOL 
(Oslo), and Mr. WILF H. THEAKSTONE (Sheffield), without whose help the present 
work could not have reached completion.

Summary

During exploration of a limestone zone running along the axis of the Pikhagona 
Valley, Svartisen Mountains, Nordland, Norway, the authors recognized that this zone 
represent a coherent karst hydrologic system including an underground labyrinth penetr
able by man for some 6 km distance. The described labyrinth must be one of the longest 
cavern systems of Norway.
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S P E L E O L O G I S K E  O B S E R VASJ O NE R 1 S V A R T I S E N

II. Om det underjordiske hydrologiske system i Pikhagonadalen
av

GYULA PALYI — C. M. A I N G E R  
Sammenfatning

I forbindelse med undersokelsen av kalkstens feltene i aksen til Pikhagonadalen 
(Svartisen, Norland, Norge) har vi fastslâtt at det finnes en enhetlig karstmannsystem, 
hvis huler — av ca. 6 kilometers lengde — danner et sammenhengende system som er 
gangbart av mennesker.

Det beskrevne system er etter all sannsynlighet det lengste húlesystem i Norge.

S P E L Ä O L O G 1 S C H E  B E O B A C H T U N G E N  
I M S VA RTI  S E N - G E B I R G E

H.Cber das unterirdische hydrologische System des Pikhagona-Tals

von
GY. PÁLYI — C. M. A I N G E R  

Zusammenfassung

Im Laufe der Untersuchungen des Kalkstein-Streifens in der Achse des Pikhagona- 
Tals ( Svartisen-Gebirge, Nordland, Norwegen) haben wir festgestellt, dass sich in dieser 
Kalkstein-Formation ein einheitliches Karstwassersystem befindet, dessen Gang — in 
einer Länge von 6  km — ein auch für Menschen gangbares, zusammenhängendes unter
irdisches System bildet. Das hier beschriebene System ist, aller Wahrsheinlichkeit nach, 
das längste Höhlensystem Norwegens.
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С П Е Л Е О Л О Г И Ч Е С К И Е  Н А Б Л Ю Д Е Н И Я  В Г О Р А Х
С В А Р Т И С Е Н

II. О подземной I идрологическон системе долины пикхагона

П А Л Ь  И. ДЬ.  -  А И Н Г Е Р ,  Ц.  М.
Резюме

В процессе исследований пояса известняков, расположенного в оси до
лины Пикхагона (горы Свартисен, провинция Нордланд, Норвегия) авторы 
пришли к заключению, что в данной формации находится сплошная, единная 
система карстовых вод, подземные ходы которой являются поступными 
человеку в протяженности около 6 км. Описанная система должна быть 
самой длинной пещерной системой Норвегии.

S РЕ LEO LOG I AJ E S P L O R A D O J  EN LA M O N T A R O
S VA RTI  S E N

II. Pri la subtera akvosistemo de la valo Pikhagona
GY. PÁLYI — C. M. AI NGE R 

Resumo

La ekzamenado de la kalkostono-strio situanta en la akso de la valo Pikhagona 
(montaro Svartisen Nordland, Norvegujo) rezultigis, ke en gi havas lokon unueca karst- 
akvo sistemo, kies pasejo formas c. 6  km-ojn longan ankau de homo ireblan — kohc- 
ran subteran pasej-sistemoj. La priskribita sistemo estas tute certe la plej longa grotsis- 
temo de Norvegujo.
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